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The importance of effective facility management in enabling organizations to
function efficiently is widely recognized. The fourth edition of Total Facility
Management offers a comprehensive treatment of what facility management
means to owners, operators, tenants, facility managers and professional advisors,
as well as containing advice on how facilities can be better managed from a
number of perspectives. It consolidates current best practice, defines and
develops emergent areas and offers a pathway for the future development of
facility management.

The facility management body of knowledge now benefits from the publication
of several national and international standards, none of which were available
when earlier editions of the book were published. The opportunity has been taken
to modify the structure and content of this new edition to align it with these
standards to provide readers and their organizations with a comprehensive
treatment of the subject. Greater emphasis has been given to facility planning,
especially the briefing stage in the design of a new or refurbished facility; design
for operability; stakeholder management; outsourcing; procurement; transition;
performance management; environmental management; sustainability;
maintenance management; information management and building information
modelling (BIM). Throughout the book, the links between facility management
practice and the organisation’s business objectives are emphasised.

Readers worldwide will find this fourth edition a valuable and thought-provoking
blend of the principles and practice of facility management.
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Editorial Review

From the Back Cover

The importance of effective facility management in enabling organizations to function efficiently is widely
recognized. The fourth edition of Total Facility Management offers a comprehensive treatment of what
facility management means to owners, operators, tenants, facility managers and professional advisors, as
well as containing advice on how facilities can be better managed from a number of perspectives. It
consolidates current best practice, defines and develops emergent areas and offers a pathway for the future
development of facility management.

The facility management body of knowledge now benefits from the publication of several national and
international standards, none of which were available when earlier editions of the book were published. The
opportunity has been taken to modify the structure and content of this new edition to align it with these
standards to provide readers and their organizations with a comprehensive treatment of the subject. Greater
emphasis has been given to facility planning, especially the briefing stage in the design of a new or
refurbished facility; design for operability; stakeholder management; outsourcing; procurement; transition;
performance management; environmental management; sustainability; maintenance management;
information management and building information modelling (BIM). Throughout the book, the links
between facility management practice and the organisation’s business objectives are emphasised.

Readers worldwide will find this fourth edition a valuable and thought-provoking blend of the principles and
practice of facility management.

About the Author
Brian Atkin PhD, MPhil, BSc, FRICS, FCIOB
Brian Atkin is a Director of The Facilities Society, a not-for-profit body dedicated to interdisciplinary and
cross-sector academic enterprise to support the needs of the UK research community, government,
businesses and the public interest. His experience and achievements span the disciplines of project
management, construction management and facility management. As a member of British Standards
Institution’s FM Advisory Group and FM Technical Committee, he is well-placed to advise on current best
practices and emerging trends in facility management. He has served on other advisory groups and steering
committees covering standards, innovation, competitiveness and information technology (including BIM),
and is actively involved in learning and business development for major corporations.  Over the years, Brian
Atkin has been appointed to professorships in the UK (University of Reading), Sweden (Lund University and
The Royal Institute of Technology) and Australia (Queensland University of Technology).

Adrian Brooks BSc (Hons) MBA MRICS
Adrian is a Director of GVA Acuity Limited, a management organisation focused on the delivery of a broad
range of services for property owners and corporate occupiers. Adrian is responsible for operations including
both facility management and facility consulting, having held board positions in other property and facilities
management businesses previously. Adrian is the Chairman of the FM Advisory Committee and a member
of the Construction & Built Environment Sector Policy and Strategy Committee for the British Standards
Institution. He continues to provide strategic advice to Blue chip organisations internationally and is a
regular speaker on best practice techniques and facilities issues.



Users Review

From reader reviews:

Jonathan Garcia:

What do you think about book? It is just for students since they are still students or the item for all people in
the world, the actual best subject for that? Simply you can be answered for that concern above. Every person
has several personality and hobby per other. Don't to be obligated someone or something that they don't want
do that. You must know how great along with important the book Total Facility Management. All type of
book are you able to see on many resources. You can look for the internet options or other social media.

Matthew Ramey:

The book untitled Total Facility Management contain a lot of information on the item. The writer explains
her idea with easy technique. The language is very clear and understandable all the people, so do definitely
not worry, you can easy to read the idea. The book was published by famous author. The author will bring
you in the new era of literary works. It is easy to read this book because you can please read on your smart
phone, or program, so you can read the book inside anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to
purchase the e-book, you can wide open their official web-site and also order it. Have a nice learn.

Randall James:

A lot of publication has printed but it is unique. You can get it by net on social media. You can choose the
most effective book for you, science, comic, novel, or whatever through searching from it. It is identified as
of book Total Facility Management. You'll be able to your knowledge by it. Without leaving behind the
printed book, it could possibly add your knowledge and make a person happier to read. It is most crucial that,
you must aware about e-book. It can bring you from one destination for a other place.

Kim Marshall:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that will question when you got learners? We believe that that concern
was given by teacher on their students. Many kinds of hobby, All people has different hobby. And you know
that little person similar to reading or as reading become their hobby. You must know that reading is very
important and book as to be the matter. Book is important thing to incorporate you knowledge, except your
own teacher or lecturer. You see good news or update about something by book. A substantial number of
sorts of books that can you go onto be your object. One of them is this Total Facility Management.
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